
 

 

 

FlexX - Docking 

 

How does FlexX work? 

The FlexX docking functionality in SeeSAR places a ligand 

into a binding site. It is based on an incremental con-

struction algorithm. Ligands are split into so-called frag-

ments, and an initial fragment (or combinations thereof) 

are placed into multiple places in the pocket – and 

scored using a simple yet very fast pre-scoring scheme. 

From the n solutions placed, the ligand is further built 

up, fragment by fragment, and the interim solutions are 

scored against each other. The best scored survive the 

process, and those are delivered to the user. 

Advantages 

Virtual screening 

FlexX4 sets new records in virtual HTS. It runs in parallel 

and automatically uses all cores of your computer – 

thread-safe. You can screen a library of ~1,000 com-

pounds in less than an hour on a laptop with 8 cores. 

FlexX-based docking led in many application studies to 

superior enrichment ratios. So you effectively find active 

compounds in large libraries. It uses ligand-based or pro-

tein-based pharmacophore constraints not only as a 

post-filter but as guidance to find in a vast solution space 

the ones which obey the constraints. 

 

Accurate binding mode prediction 

For a protein with known three-dimensional structure 

and a small ligand molecule, FlexX4 accurately predicts 

the geometry of the protein-ligand complex within a few  

 

seconds. It has been validated, benchmarked, and suc-

cessfully used thousands of times as more than 10.000 

citations of the original scientific publication (Rarey 1996) 

impressively demonstrate. 

Template-based docking 

Congeneric compound series can easily be docked. FlexX 

can superimpose a part of a ligand to dock onto a known 

crystal structure of a ligand. Template-based docking is 

performed by determining the Maximum Common Sub-

structure (MCS) between the template and the com-

pound-to-dock. Based on the MCS multiple overlays are 

generated to preserve the binding mode of the common 

core. The template needs to have at least 5 heavy atoms. 
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• Docking for non-experts: no more receptor prep-

aration – simply dock! 

• Accurate binding mode prediction 

• Dock gigantic libraries by using ultra-high-speed 

docking (< 1 s/ligand) 

 FlexX is our modern, ultra-high speed approach to ligand docking. Screen 

whole compound libraries within minutes to identify promising binders. 
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